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Abstract
For a bridgeless connected graph G, let D(G) be the family of strong orientations of G; and
for any D 2 D(G), we denote by d(D) (resp., d(G)) the diameter of D (resp., G). Dene d(G)=
minfd(D) jD 2 D(G)g. In this paper, we study the problem of evaluating d(G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn)),
where G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) is a G vertex-multiplication for any connected graph G of order n>3 and
any sequence (si) with si>2; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n. While it is trivial that d(G)6 d(G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn)),
we show that d(G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn))6d(G) + 2. All graphs of the form G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) are thus
divided into the following three classes: Ci = fG(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) j d(G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn)) = d(G) + ig;
i = 0; 1; 2. We exhibit various families of graphs G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) in Ci for each i = 0; 1; 2.
c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let G be a connected graph with vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G). For v 2 V (G),
the eccentricity e(v) of v is dened as e(v) = maxfd(v; x) j x 2 V (G)g, where d(v; x)
denotes the distance from v to x. The diameter of G, denoted by d(G), is dened as
d(G) = maxfe(v) j v 2 V (G)g. Let D be a digraph with vertex set V (D) and edge set
E(D). For v 2 V (D), the notions e(v) and d(D) are similarly dened.
An orientation of a graph G is a digraph obtained from G by assigning to each
edge in G a direction. An orientation D of G is strong if every two vertices in D are
mutually reachable in D. An edge e in a connected graph G is a bridge if G − e is
disconnected. Robbins’ celebrated one-way street theorem [24] states that a connected
graph G has a strong orientation if and only if no edge of G is a bridge. Ecient
algorithms for nding a strong orientation for a bridgeless connected graph can be
found in Roberts [25], Boesch and Tindell [1] and Chung et al. [2]. Boesch and
Tindell [1] extended Robbin’s result to mixed graphs where edges could be directed
or undirected. Chung et al. [2] provided a linear-time algorithm for testing whether a
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mixed graph has a strong orientation and nding one if it does. As another possible
way of extending Robbins’ theorem, consider further the notion (G) given below (see
[1,3,26]). Given a connected graph G containing no bridges, let D(G) be the family
of strong orientations of G. Dene
(G) = minfd(D) jD 2 D(G)g − d(G):
The rst term on the right-hand side of the above equality is essential. Let us write
d(G) = minfd(D) jD 2 D(G)g:
The problem of evaluating d(G) for an arbitrary connected graph G is very dicult.
As a matter of fact, Chvatal and Thomassen [3] showed that the problem of deciding
whether a graph admits an orientation of diameter two is NP-hard.
On the other hand, the parameter d(G) has been studied in various classes of graphs
including the cartesian product of graphs [22,31,20,27{30,8,11{18], complete graphs
[21,1,19,23], complete bipartite graphs [22,1,31,5] and complete n-partitie graphs for
n>3 [22,5{7,9,10]. These optimal orientations can be used to provide optimal arrange-
ments of one-way streets [24,27{30,12]. They also have applications for the gossip
problem on a graph G, where all points simultaneously broadcast items to all other
points in such a way that items are combined at no cost and all links are simultane-
ously used but in only one direction at a time, because the time taken for the gossip
to be completed is bounded above by minf2d(G); d(G)g (see [4]).
In this paper, we shall extend the results on the complete n-partite graphs by intro-
ducing a new family of graphs based on a given connected graph as follows. Let G
be a given connected graph of order n with vertex set V (G)= fv1; v2; : : : ; vng. For any
sequence of n positive integers (si), let G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) denote the graph with vertex
set V  and edge set E such that V  =
Sn
i=1 Vi, where Vi’s are pairwise disjoint sets
with jVij = si; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n; and for any two distinct vertices x; y in V ; xy 2 E
i x 2 Vi and y 2 Vj for some i; j;2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng with i 6= j such that vivj 2 E(G).
We call the graph G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) a G vertex-multiplication. Thus when G = Kn, the
complete graph of order n, the graph G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) is a complete n-partite graph. We
call G a parent graph of a graph H if H = G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) for some sequence (si) of
positive integers.
For convenience, we shall write, for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n; Vi = f(p; i) j 16p6sig and
call (p; i) the pth vertex in Vi. Thus two vertices (p; i) and (q; j) in V  are adja-
cent in G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) i i 6= j and vivj 2 E(G). For s = 1; 2; : : : ; we shall denote
G(s; s; : : : ; s) simply by G(s). Thus G(1) = G, and it is understood that the number of
s0s in G(s; s; : : : ; s) is equal to the order of G.
In this paper, we shall begin with the study on the relation between d(G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn))
and d(G). While it is trivial that d(G)6 d(G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn)), we shall show that if si>2
for each i=1; 2; : : : ; n where n>3, then d(G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn))6d(G)+2. This fundamen-
tal result naturally gives rise to a 3-classication of graphs of the form G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn)
according to d(G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn)) = d(G) + i; i = 0; 1; 2. In the subsequent sections, we
shall exhibit various families of graphs for each of the classes in the classication.
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2. Terminology and some known results
Let G be a connected graph of order n and F 2 D(G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn)). For convenience,
we write V (G) = f1; 2; : : : ; ng. To avoid ambiguity, the vertex i is sometimes written
as (i). We shall denote by NG(v) the set of vertices adjacent to v in G. Let A be a
subdigraph of F . The eccentricity, outdegree and indegree of a vertex (p; i) in A are
denoted respectively by eA((p; i)); sA((p; i)) and s−A ((p; i)). The subscript A is omitted
if A= F .
Let D be a digraph. A dipath (resp., dicycle) in D is simply called a path (resp.,
cycle) in D. For X V (D), the subdigraph of D induced by X is denoted by D[X ],
or simply [X ], if there is no danger of confusion. Given F 2 D(G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn)), letSik
j=i1 Fj = F[f(p; j) j 16p6sj; j = i1; i2; : : : ; ikg].
A digraph D1 is said to be isomorphic to a digraph D2, written D1 = D2, if there is
a bijection ’ : V (D1)! V (D2) such that uv 2 E(D1) if and only if ’(u)’(v) 2 E(D2).
For x; y;2 V (D), we write ‘x ! y’ or ‘y  x’ if x is adjacent to y in D. Also, for
A; BV (D), we write ‘A ! B’ or ‘B  A’ if x ! y in D for all x 2 A and for all
y 2 B. When A= fxg, we shall write ‘x ! B’ or ‘B x’ for A! B. For x 2 V (D),
dene O(x) = fy 2 V (D) j x ! yg.
The following results on complete bipartite graphs K(p; q) and complete n-partite
graph Kn(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) will be found useful in our discussion later.
Theorem A ( Soltes [31] and Gutin [5]). For q>p>2,
(i) d(K(p; q)) =
8>>><
>>>:
3 if q6

p
bp2 c

;
4 if q>

p
bp2 c

;
(ii) (K(p; q)) =
8>>><
>>>:
1 if q6

p
bp2 c

;
2 if q>

p
bp2 c

;
where bxc denotes the greatest integer not exceeding the real x.
Theorem B (Plesnk [22] and Gutin [5]). For n>3,
(i) 26 d(K(s1; s2; : : : ; sn))63;
(ii) 06(K(s1; s2; : : : ; sn))61.
3. A fundamental result and classication of G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn)
Throughout the remaining sections, let G be a connected graph of order n. While
it is trivial that d(G)6 d(G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn)), we shall show in this section a fundamen-
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tal result that d(G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn))6d(G) + 2 for all si>2. Thus all graphs of the form
G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn), where si>2 for all i, can be classied according to d(G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn))=
d(G) + i; 06i62. A rich family of graphs G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) with d(G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn)) =
d(G) will also be provided in this section
We begin with an observation which is useful for us to establish our fundamental
result and some other results in this and the next sections.
Lemma 1. Let ti; si be integers such that ti6si for 16i6n. If the graph
G(t1; t2; : : : ; tn) admits an orientation F in which every vertex v lies on a cycle of length
not exceeding m; then d(G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn))6maxfm; d(F)g.
Proof. Given such an orientation F of G(t1; t2; : : : ; tn), dene an orientation F 0 of
G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) as follows:
(i) for p< ti and q< tj; (p; i)! (q; j) i (p; i)! (q; j) in F ;
(ii) for p< ti and q>tj; (p; i)! (q; j) i (p; i)! (tj; j) in F ;
(iii) for p>ti and q< tj; (p; i)! (q; j) i (ti; i)! (q; j) in F ;
(iv) for p>ti and q>tj; (p; i)! (q; j) i (ti; i)! (tj; j) in F .
We shall row prove that d(F 0)6maxfm; d(F)g by showing that for any two vertices
(p; i) and (q; j) in F 0; d((p; i); (q; j))6maxfm; d(F)g. Indeed, if i 6= j or ‘i = j and
p< ti or q< ti’, then it is clear that d((p; i); (q; j))6d(F). If i= j; p>ti and q>ti,
then d((p; i); (q; j))6m. The result thus follows.
We shall now establish our fundamental result.
Theorem 1. Given si>2 for each i = 1; 2; : : : ; n;where n>3; d(G)6 d(G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn))
6d(G) + 2.
Proof. The lower bound for d(G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn)) is trivial. We shall now prove the upper
bound. If d(G) = 1, then Theorem 1 follows from Theorem B. We may assume now
that d(G)>2.
Dene an orientation F of G(2) as follows:
(1; i)! (1; j)! (2; i)! (2; j)! (1; i) i i< j:
Proof. We shall show that for any vertices (p; i) and (q; j) inF; d((p; i); (q; j))6d(G)+2.
Suppose ii1i2 : : : im−1j is an i{j path of length dG(i; j). Then the path (p; i)(i1 ; i1) : : : (j
; j),
where x=1 or 2, is of length dG(i; j) in F . If j=q, the inequality follows. If not, then
(j; j) (3− im−1; im−1)(q; j) is a path of length 2 in F . Thus d((p; i); (q; j))6d(G)+2.
It follows that d(G(2))6d(G) + 2. It is easy to see that every vertex in F lies on a
cycle of length 4. Hence, by Lemma 1, d(G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn))6d(G) + 2.
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Fig. 1.
By Theorem 1, all graphs of the form G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn), where si>2 for 16i6n, can
now be classied into three classes Ci in the following natural way:
Ci = fG(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) j d(G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn)) = d(G) + ig; i = 0; 1; 2:
From now on, we shall assume that si>2 for 16i6n. Our next result provides a
rich family of graphs in C0.
Theorem 2. If d(G)>4 and si>4 for each i = 1; 2; : : : ; n; then G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) 2 C0.
Proof. Let H 2 D(K(4; 4)) be as shown in Fig. 1.
Note the following features of H :
(i) d(H) = 3;
(ii) jO(u)j= 2 for each u 2 V (H);
(iii) O(u) 6= O(v) for any two distinct u; v in V (H).
Dene an orientation F of G(4) as follows:
Fi [ Fj = H if ij 2 E(G):
We shall now prove that d(F) = d(G) by showing that for all (p; i); (q; j) 2
V (F); dF((p; i); (q; j))=dG(i; j) if dG(i; j)>3; and dF((p; i); (q; j))64 otherwise. We
shall consider ve cases according to the value of d(i; j).
(1) If i = j, then there is a j0 2 V (G) such that ij0 2 E(G). Since Fi [ Fj0 =
H; dF((p; i); (q; j)) = 2.
(2) If ij 2 E(G), then Fi [ Fj = H , and dF((p; i)(q; j))63.
(3) If d(i; j) = 2, then there is a j0 such that i{j0{j is an i{j path of length 2. Since
Fj0 [ Fj = H , there exists (r; j0) such that (r; j0) ! (q; j). Thus, dF((p; i); (q; j))
6dF((p; i); (r; j0)) + dF((r; j0); (q; j))63 + 1 = 4.
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(4) If d(i; j) = 3, then there exist j0; j00 such that i{j0{j00{j is an i{j path of length
3. Since Fi [ Fj0 = H , there exist distinct (r1; j); (r2; j0) such that (p; i) !
(rp; j0); p = 1; 2. Since Fj0 [ Fj00 = H; jOFj0[Fj00 ((r1; j0)) [ OFj0[Fj00 ((r2; j0))j>3.
Otherwise, OFj0[Fj00 ((r1; j
0)) = OFj0[Fj00 ((r2; j
0)), a contradiction. Let (xq; j00) 2
OFj0[Fj00 ((r1; j
0)) [ OFj0[Fj00 ((r2; j0)), where 16q63. Since Fj00 [ Fj = H;
jS3q=1OFj0[Fj00 ((xq; j00))j= 4. Otherwise, OFj0[Fj00 ((y; j))>3 for some y 2 V (Fj),
a contradiction. Thus, dF((p; i); (q; j)) = 3.
(5) We shall proceed by induction for d(i; j)>4. We have shown that the result is
true for d(i; j) = 3. Suppose it is true for d(i; j) = m>3.
Assume that d(i; j) = m+ 1. Let j0 be an internal vertex of an i{j path of length
m+ 1 in G such that j0 is adjacent with j. There exists (r; j0) 2 V (Fj0) such that
(r; j0) ! (q; j) in F . By the induction hypothesis, dF((p; i); (r; j0)) = m. Hence
dF((p; i); (q; j))6dF((p; i); (r; j0)) + dF((r; j0); (q; j)) = m+ 1.
Since every vertex in F lies on a cycle of length 4, Theorem 2 now follows from
Lemma 1.
Corollary. If d(G)=3 and si>4 for each i=1; 2; : : : ; n; then G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) 2 C0[C1.
Proof. Dene an orientation F 2 D(G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn)) as in the proof of Theorem 2.
By considering the rst four cases in the proof, we have d(G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn))64=
d(G) + 1.
Theorem 2 can be improved as follows.
Theorem 3. Let I = f1; 2; : : : ; ng. If d(G)>4; 26sj63 for at most one j 2 I; and
si>4 for all i 2 I n fjg; then G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) 2 C0.
Proof. Let H 2 D(K(4; 4)) be as shown in Fig. 1. Let ij 2 E(G). Dene an orientation
F of G(2;
n−1z }| {
4; 4; : : : ; 4) as follows:
(1) if i = 1, then (1; j) ! (1; 1) ! (2; j) ! (2; 1) ! (3; j) ! (1; 1) ! (4; j) !
(2; 1)! (1; j);
(2) if i 2 NG(1) and j 62 NG(1), then (1; j) ! (1; i) ! (2; j) ! (2; i) ! (3; j) !
(3; i) ! (4; j) ! (4; i) ! (1; j) ! (2; i) ! (4; j) ! (1; i) ! (3; j) ! (4; i) !
(2; j)! (3; i)! (1; j) (note that Fi [ Fj = H);
(3) Fi [ Fj = H otherwise.
Let u = (p; i) and v = (q; j) be any two vertices in F . We shall now prove that
d(F) = d(G) by showing that dF(u; v)6maxf4; dG(i; j)g. Let P= k0k1 : : : km be an i{j
path of shortest length m in G. Note that k0 = i; km = j and m6d(G). We shall split
our consideration into six cases according to the position of vertex 1 in P.
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Case 1: jV (Fk)j= 4 for all k 2 V (P).
The proof of Theorem 2 applies, and hence dF(u; v)6maxf4; dG(i; j)g.
Case 2: jV (Fi)j= 2, i.e. i = 1.
By symmetry, if suces to consider u= (1; 1).
21. Suppose m= 1. Clearly d(F1 [ Fj) = 4.
22. Suppose m = 2. Note that (1; 1) ! f(2; k1); (4; k1)g ! f(r; j) j 16r64g. Hence
d(u; (r; j)) = 2 for 16r64.
23. Suppose m>3. By 22; d(u; (r; k2)) = 2 for 16r64. Hence d(u; (s; j)) = m for
16s64.
Case 3: jV (Fk1 )j= 2, i.e. k1 = 1.
By symmetry, it suces to consider u= (1; i).
31. Suppose m= 1. Then d(u; (r; 1))63 for r = 1; 2.
32. Suppose m= 2. By 31; d(u; (r; k2))64 for 16r64.
33. Suppose m = 3. Note that u ! (1; 1) ! f(2; k2); (4; k2)g ! f(r; j) j 16r64g.
Hence d(u; (r; j)) = 3 for 16r64.
34 .Suppose m>4. By 33; d(u; (r; k3)) = 3 for 16r64. Hence d(u; (s; j)) = m for
16s64.
Case 4: jV (Fk2 )j= 2, i.e. k2 = 1.
By symmetry, it suces to consider u = (1; i). By the result of Case 1, we need
only consider m>2.
41. Suppose m = 2. Note that u ! f(1; k1); (2; k1)g ! f(r; j) j 16r62g. Hence
d(u; (r; j)) = 2 for 16r62.
42. Suppose m>3. By 41; d(u; (r; k2)) = 2 for 16r62. Hence d(u; (s; j)) = m for
16s64.
Case 5: jV (Fk3 )j= 2, i.e. k3 = 1.
By symmetry, it suces to consider u = (1; i). By the result of Case 1, we need
only consider m>3.
51. Suppose m = 3. Note that d(u; (r; k2)) = 2 for at least 3 values of r, where
16r64. Since s−Fk2[F1 ((s; 1)) = 2 for 16t62, we must have d(u; (s; 1)) = 3.
52. Suppose m>4. By 51; d(u; (r; k3)) = 3 for 16r62. Hence d(u; (s; j)) = m for
16s64.
Case 6: jV (Fk4 )j= 2, i.e. k4 = 1.
By symmetry, it suces to consider u = (1; i). By the result of Case 1, we need
only consider m>4. It follows from the proof of Theorem 2 that d(u; (r; k3)) = 3 for
16r64. Hence d(u; (s; j)) = m for 16s64.
Since every vertex in F lies on a cycle of length 4, Theorem 3 now follows from
Lemma 1.
The condition that d(G)>4 in Theorem 3 cannot be weakened further to ensure that
G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) 2 C0 as shown below. Let Pn denote the path of order n.
Observation 1. If s1> ( s2bs2=2c); then
d(P4(s1; s2; s3; s4))>d(P4).
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Proof. First note that d(P4)= 3. Let F 2 D(P4(s1; s2; s3; s4)). We have F 0=F1 [F2 2
D(K(s1; s2)). Since s1> (
s2
bs2=2c), by Theorem A, d(F
0)> 3. Note that for u; v 2 V (F1),
if dF0(u; v)> 3, then dF(u; v)> 3. Hence d(F)> 3 = d(P4).
For d(G) = 4, the condition that 26sj63 for at most one j 2 I , and si>4 for all
i 2 I n fjg in Theorem 3 cannot be weakened to ensure that G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) 2 C0 as
shown below. Let Cn denote the cycle of order n.
Observation 2. d(C9(3; 3;
7z }| {
4; 4; : : : ; 4))>5.
Proof. Suppose there is an F 2 D(C9(3; 3;
7z }| {
4; 4; : : : ; 4)) such that d(F) = 4 = d(C9).
Claim. For all v 2 V (Fi [ Fi+1); where 16i69; we have sFi[Fi+1(v)>1 and
s−Fi[Fi+1()>1. Suppose to the contrary that sFi[Fi+1((1; i))=0 or s
−
Fi[Fi+1((1; i))=0. If
the former; then dF((1; i); (1; i + 3))>5. Otherwise; dF((1 + i + 3); (1; i))>5.
By the claim and by summetry, we need only consider two cases according to the
value of sF1[F2 (v), where v 2 V (F1).
Case 1: sF1[F2 (v) = 1 for all v 2 V (F1).
Without loss of generality, let (p; 1) ! (p; 2); 16p63. By the above claim
sF9[F1 ((q; 9))62, where 16q64; and sF2[F3 (u)63, where u 2 V (F2). As d((q; 9);
(r; 3))64, where 16q64 and 16r64, we have sF9[F1 ((q; 9)) = 2, where 16q64.
Now we may assume that (1; 9)! f(1; 1)(2; 1)g. By the claim, s−F9[F1 ((3; 1))>1, and
so we may also assume that (2; 9) ! f(2; 1); (3; 1)g. By the claim, sF9[F1 ((2; 1))>1,
and thus (q; 9) ! f(1; 1)(3; 1)g for q = 3 or q = 4, say the former. By the claim,
(r; 3)! (2; 2) for some r with 16r64, say r = 1. Since d((1; 9); (1; 3))64, (1; 2)!
(1; 3); and as d((2; 9); (1; 3))64; (3; 2) ! (1; 3). But then d((1; 3)(3; 9))>5, a
contradiction.
Case 2: sF1[F2 ((1; 1)) = 2 and sF1[F2 ((2; 1)) = sF1[F2 ((3; 1)) = 1.
Without loss of generality, let (p; 1)! (p; 2), where 16p63, and (1; 1)! (2; 2).
Suppose sF9[F1 ((q; 9))=1 for some q with 16q64. If (q; 9)! (p; 1), where p=2 or 3,
then the fact that d((q; 9); (r; 3))64 for all r; 16r64, implies that s−F2[F3 ((p; 2))= 0,
a contradiction. Thus (q; 9)! (1; 1) if sF9[F1 ((q; 9))=1. Suppose sF9[F1 ((q; 9))=2 for
some q with 16q64. If (q; 9)! f(2; 1); (3; 1)g, then the fact that d((r; 3); (q; 9))64
for all r; 16r64, implies that sF2[F3 ((3; 2)) = 0, a contradiction. Thus (q; 9)! (1; 1)
if sF9[F1 ((q; 9)) = 2. Hence, we must have (q; 9) ! (1; 1) for all q with 16q64, a
contradiction to the claim.
We thus conclude that d(C9(3; 3;
7z }| {
4; 4; : : : ; 4))>5, as was to be shown.
Theorems 2 and 3 not only provide us a large family of graphs of the form
G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) in C0, but also reveal the fact that to search for graphs of the form
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G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) in C1 [ C2, we should focus ourselves on graphs G with d(G)63
or on the sequence (si) with si63 for some i. Similarly, the corollary to Theorem 2
indicates that to search for graphs of the form G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) in C2, we should
conne ourselves to graphs G with d(G)62 or on the sequence (si) with si63 for
some i.
4. Graphs in C0 [ C1
In this section, we shall provide some families of graphs of the form G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn)
which belong to C0 [C1. The rst family consists of those graphs with d(G) = d(G).
Others include those graphs where G is a path or a cycle. In the remaining sections,
we assume that si>2 for all i and d(G)>2.
Theorem 4. If d(G) = d(G); then G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) 2 C0 [ C1. In addition; if there
exists F 2 D(G) such that d(F) = d(G) and every vertex in F lies on a cycle of
length not exceeding d(G); then G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) 2 C0.
Proof. Let F be an orientation of G such that d(F) = d(G). Dene an orientation F 0
of G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) as follows:
(p; i)! (q; j) i i ! j in F:
We shall show that for any vertices (p; i) and (q; j) in F 0, d((p; i); (q; j))6d(G)+1.
Suppose ii1i2 : : : im−1j is an i{j path of length dF(i; j) in F . Then the path (p; i)(1; i1)
(1; i2) : : : (q; j) in F 0 is of length not exceeding dF(i; j) if i 6= j; and of length not
exceeding dF(i; j) + 1 if i = j. Thus d(G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn))6d(G) + 1. If, further,
every vertex in F lies on a cycle of length not exceeding d(G), then the path
(p; i)(1; i1)(1; i2) : : : (q; j) in F 0 is of length not exceeding dF(i; j). It follows that
d(G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn)) = d(G).
We shall now consider the case when G is a path. Since P2 and P3 are parent graphs
to complete bipartite graphs, we need only consider Pn, where n>4.
Lemma 3. d(P(2)4 ) = 4:
Proof. Suppose there is an F 2 D(P(2)4 ) such that d(F) = 3.
Assume in F that (p; 2)! f(1; 3); (2; 3)g for some p=1; 2. Then d((1; 4); (p; 2))>4,
a contradiction. Thus, by symmetry, let (1; 2) ! (1; 3) ! (2; 2) ! (2; 3) ! (1; 2).
Since F is strong, (1; 1) ! (p; 2) for p = 1 or 2. But then d((1; 1); (3 − p; 3)) = 4,
a contradiction. Hence d(P(2)4 )>4. The equality now follows by introducing the
orientation of P(2)4 with diameter 4 as shown in Fig. 2.
Theorem 5. (a) P4(s1; s2; s3; s4) 2 C0 [ C1.
(b) For n>5; Pn(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) 2 C0.
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Note. Result (b) extends Theorem 2 to include 26si63 when G is a path.
Proof. (a) It can be checked that every vertex in the orientation of P(2)4 of Fig. 2 lies
on a cycle of length 4. Hence, by Lemmas 1 and 3, d(P4(s1; s2; s3; s4))64=d(P4)+1.
Trivially, d(P4)6 d(P4(s1; s2; s3; s4)). Thus P4(s1; s2; s3; s4) 2 C0 [ C1.
(b) We shall prove it by induction on n. Consider rst the case when n=5. Introduce
the orientation F 2 D(P(2)5 ) with diameter 4 as shown in Fig. 3.
It can be checked that every vertex in F lies on a cycle of length 4. Hence by
Lemma 1, d(P5(s1; s2; s3; s4; s5)) = 4.
Suppose the statement is true for some n>5. We shall show that Pn+1(s1; s2; : : : ; sn+1)
2 C0. Let F 2 D(Pn(s1; s2; : : : ; sn)) such that d(F)=n−1. Let E 2 D(K(sn; sn+1)) such
that 36d(E)64 (see Theorem A). Dene an orientation H 2 D(Pn+1(s1; s2; : : : ; sn+1))
as follows:
(i) H1 [ H2 [    [ Hn = F ;
(ii) Hn [ Hn+1 = E.
We shall now prove that d(H) = n by showing that for any two vertices u; v in
H; d(u; v)6n. We shall consider two cases.
(1) u 2 V (H1 [ H2 [    [ Hn).
If v 2 V (H1 [H2 [    [Hn), then d(u; v)6dF(u; v)6n− 1. If v 2 V (Hn+1), then
there is a vertex x 2 V (Hn) such that x ! v. Since dF(u; x)6n − 1, we have
d(u; v)6d(u; x) + d(x; v)6n− 1 + 1 = n.
(2) u2V (Hn+1).
Asssume v 2 V (H1 [ H2 [    [ Hn). There is a vertex x 2 V (Hn) such that
u! x. Since dF(x; v)6n− 1, we have d(u; v)6d(u; x) + d(x; v)61 + n− 1 = n.
If v 2 V (Hn+1), then d(u; v)64<n.
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While Lemma 3 shows that there exist some P4(s1; s2; s3; s4) in C1, the following
observation shows that there exists a P4(s1; s2; s3; s4) in C0.
Observation 3. d(P(4)4 ) = 3.
Proof. It can be checked that the orientation F 2 D(P(4)4 ) as shown in Fig. 4 (for ease
of viewing, arrows to the left are not shown) is of diameter 3.
Finally, we present in this section some results for graphs of the form Cn(s1; s2; : : : ; sn).
Note that d(Cn) = bn=2c.
Theorem 6. For n>5; C(2)n 2 C1.
Proof. We rst have the following claim.
Claim. Let F 2 D(C(2)n ). If dF(u; v)> bn=2c−1 for any vertices u; v, where dC(2)n (u; v)=bn=2c − 1, then d(F)>bn=2c+ 1.
Suppose dC(2)n (u; v)= bn=2c− 1. If dF(u; v)> bn=2c− 1, then dF(u; v)>minfbn=2c−
1 + 2; n− (bn=2c − 1)g>bn=2c+ 1. Hence d(F)>bn=2c+ 1.
It suces to prove that for n>5; d(C(2)n ) = bn=2c + 1. Suppose there exists
F 2 D(C(2)n ) such that d(F) = bn=2c.
If (1; 1)! (p; 2) for all p=1; 2 in F , then d((1; bn=2c); (1; 1))> bn=2c− 1 and, by
the claim, d(F)>bn=2c+1, a contradiction. If (p; 2)! (1; 1) for all p=1; 2 in F , then
d((1; 1); (1; bn=2c))> bn=2c − 1 and, by the claim, d(F)>bn=2c + 1, a contradiction.
Thus, by symmetry, we may assume (1; i) ! (1; i + 1) ! (2; i) ! (2; i + 1) ! (1; i)
for all i in F , where i is taken modulo n. But then, d((1; 1); (2; bn=2c))> bn=2c − 1
and by the claim, d(F)>bn=2c+ 1 a contradiction again. Hence d(C(2)n )>bn=2c+ 1.
It remains to provide an orientation F 2 D(C(2)n ) with d(F) = bn=2c + 1. Dene
F 2 D(C(2)n ) as follows:
(i) for p= 1; 2; (1; 1)! (p; 2)! (2; 1)! (p; n)! (1; 1);
(ii) for 26i6n− 1; (1; i)! (1; i + 1)! (2; i)! (2; i + 1)! (1; i).
We shall now show that d(F) = bn=2c+ 1 by showing that e(u)6bn=2c+ 1 for all
u 2 V (F). By the symmetry of F , we may conne ourselves to u= (1; i); 16i6n.
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Case 1: e(u)6bn=2c+ 1, where u= (1; 1).
Let v 2 V (F). We shall show that d(u; v)6bn=2c+ 1.
Consider the following paths in F with origin u:
11. (1; 1)(1; 2) : : : (1; bn=2c+ 2);
12. (1; 1)(2; 2)(2; 3) : : : (2; bn=2c+ 2);
13. for bn=2c  0 (mod 2),
(1; 1)(1; 2)(2; 1)(1; n)(2; n− 1) : : : (1; bn=2c+ 4)(2; bn=2c+ 3),
(1; 1)(1; 2)(2; 1)(2; n); (1; n− 1) : : : (2; bn=2c+ 4)(1; bn=2c+ 3);
14. for bn=2c  1 (mod 2),
(1; 1)(1; 2)(2; 1)(1; n)(2; n− 1) : : : (2; bn=2c+ 4)(1; bn=2c+ 3),
(1; 1)(1; 2)(2; 1)(2; n)(1; n− 1) : : : (1; bn=2c+ 4)(2; bn=2c+ 3).
It can be checked that each of these paths is of length not exceeding bn=2c+1 and
the paths cover each vertex of F .
Case 2: e(u)6bn=2c+ 1, where u= (1; i) and 26i6bn=2c+ 1.
Let v 2 V (F). We shall show that d(u; v)6bn=2c+ 1.
Consider the following paths in F with origin u:
21. for 26m6i − 1,
(1; i)(2; i − 1)(1; i − 2) : : : (1; m)(1; m+ 1)(2; m), where i − m  0 (mod 2),
(1; i)(2; i − 1)(1; i − 2) : : : (2; m)(2; m+ 1)(1; m), where i − m  1 (mod 2);
22. for 26i6bn=2c; (1; i)(2; i − 1)(1; i − 2) : : : (2; 1)(1; n)(1; 1);
23. (1; bn=2c+ 1)(1; bn=2c+ 2) : : : (1; 1);
24. for i + bn=2c − 16m6n,
(1; i)(2; i − 1)(1; i − 2) : : : (2; 1)(1; n)(2; n− 1) : : : (p;m), where p= 1 or p= 2,
(1; i)(2; i − 1)(1; i − 2) : : : (2; 1)(1; n)(2; n− 1) : : : (3− p;m);
25. for i + 16m6i + bn=2c − 2; (1; i)(1; i + 1) : : : (1; m)(2; m− 1)(2; m).
It can be checked that each of these paths is of length not exceeding bn=2c+1 and
the paths cover each vertex of F .
Case 3: e(u)6bn=2c+ 1, where u= (1; i) and bn=2c+ 26i6n.
Let v 2 V (F). We shall show that d(u; v)6bn=2c+ 1.
Consider the following paths in F with origin u:
31. for i + 16m6n; (1; i)(1; i + 1) : : : (1; m)(2; m− 1)(2; m);
32. (1; i)(1; i + 1) : : : (1; n)(1; 1)(1; 2)(2; 1);
33. for 26m6i − bn=2c+ 1,
(1; i)(1; i + 1) : : : (1; n)(1; 1)(1; 2) : : : (1; m),
(1; i)(1; i + 1) : : : (1; n)(1; 1)(2; 2) : : : (2; m);
34. for i − bn=2c+ 26m6i − 1.
(1; i)(2; i − 1)(1; i − 2) : : : (1; m)(1; m+ 1)(2; m), where i − m  0 (mod 2),
(1; i)(2; i − 1)(1; i − 2) : : : (2; m)(1; m+ 1)(1; m), where i − m  1 (mod 2).
It can be checked that each of these paths is of length not exceeding bn=2c+1 and
the paths cover each vertex of F .
The proof is thus complete.
Corollary. For n>6; Cn(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) 2 C0 [ C1.
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Proof. Let F 2 D(C(2)n ) with d(F) = bn=2c+ 1 as dened in the proof of Theorem 6.
It is easy to see that each vertex in F lies on a cycle of length 4. When n>6, we
have bn=2c+1>4. Thus, by Lemma 1 and Theorem 6, d(Cn(s1; s2; : : : ; sn))6 d(C(2)n )=
bn=2c+ 1 = d(Cn) + 1.
5. Graphs in C2
While there are very rich sources of graphs in C0[C1 as shown in Sections 3 and 4,
graphs belonging to C2 apparently are relatively rare. It is very much harder and thus
more challenging to search for graphs in C2. By Theorem A, it is trivial to see that
K(s1; s2) 2 C2 if s2> ( s1bs1=2c). Koh and Tan [9] have shown that if
si >
0
B@ (
Pn
i=1 si)− si
(
Pn
i=1
si)−si
2

1
CA
for some i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, then ~d(K(s1; s2; : : : ; sn)) = 3 and thus K(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) 2 C2. In
this section, we shall establish two main results which exhibit some new families of
graphs in C2.
Two sets X and Y are said to be independent if neither of them is included in the
other i.e. X 6= Y; X 6Y and Y 6X . The following celebrated result in combinatorics,
namely, Sperner’s lemma, will be useful in the proofs of our results.
Lemma 4 (Sperner’s Lemma). Let p be a positive integer and let S be a collection of
subsets of f1; 2; : : : ; pg such that X and Y are independent for any two distinct mem-
bers X; Y in S. Then jSj6( pbp=2c) with equality occurring only if all of the members
in S have the same size.
We shall now prove our rst result which is fundamental to our construction of
graphs belonging to C2.
Theorem 7. Let G be a graph with d(G)=2; and let X=fi 2 V (G) j i is not contained
in a C3g. For each i 2 X; let Xi = fj 2 V (G) jNG(j) = NG(i)g. If
X
j2Xi
sj >
0
BB@
P
j2NG(i) sjP
j2NG ( j)
sj
2

1
CCA ()
for some i 2 X; then G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) 2 C2.
Proof. Let F 2 D(G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn)). Since () holds for some i 2 X; by Lemma 4, there
exist distinct u; v 2 V (Sj2Xi Fj) such that O(u)O(v). It follows that dF(u; v)>3.
Since each j 2 Xi does not lie on a C3, there is no u− v path of length 3 in F . Thus
d(u; v)>4, and so d(F)>4. As d(G) = 2; G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) 2 C2.
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Based on Theorem 7, we shall provide in what follows a number of concrete families
of graphs in C2.
Corollary 1. Let G be the Petersen graph.
If si >
0
BB@
P
j2NG(i) sjP
j2NG (i)
sj
2

1
CCA
for some i 2 V (G); then G(s1; s2; : : : ; s10) 2 C2.
Proof. Since the Petersen graph has diameter 2 and girth 5, the result follows from
Theorem 7.
Let An; n>5, be the graph formed by linking two vertices with n − 3 internally
disjoint paths of which one is of length 3 and the rest are of length 2. Name the
vertices in An which lie on the path of length 3 as (1), (2), (3) and (4) in order.
Name the remaining vertices in An randomly from (5) to (n). (An illustration of A7 is
shown in Fig. 5. Note also that A5 = C5.)
Corollary 2. An(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) 2 C2 if one of the following is true:
(i) s1>
0
B@ s2+
Pn
i=5
si
s2+
Pn
i=5
si
2

1
CA ;
(ii) s2>

s1+s3
b s1+s32 c

;
(iii) s3>

s2+s4
b s2+s42 c

;
(iv) s4>
0
B@ s3+
Pn
i=5
si
s3+
Pn
i=5
si
2

1
CA ;
(v)
Pn
i=5 si >

s1+s4
b s1+s42 c

.
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Proof. Since An has diameter 2 and girth 4, the result follows from Theorem 7.
Let R be a graph with V (R) = fr1; r2; : : : ; rmg such that d(R)62 and R contains a
vertex which does not lie on any C3. Write V (Km) = fu1; u2; : : : ; umg and let S be any
graph (not necessarily connected). Dene a graph Q based on Km; R; S as follows:
(i) V (Q) = V (R) [ V (Km) [ V (S);
(ii) E(Q) = E(R) [ E(Km) [ E(S) [ fviui j i = 1; 2; : : : ; mg [ fuis j i = 1; 2; : : : ; m and
s 2 V (S)g.
When m=4; R=C4 and S=O2 (the empty graph of order 2), the graph Q is shown
in Fig. 6.
Corollary 3. Let i be a vertex in Q which does not lie on any C3. If
si >
0
BB@
P
j2NG(i) sjP
j2NG (i)
sj
2

1
CCA ;
then Q(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) 2 C2.
Proof. It can be seen that d(Q) = 2. Note that if v is a vertex in R that does not lie
on any C3, then the same vertex v in Q does not lie on any C3. Thus, the condition
si >
0
BB@
P
j2NG(i) sjP
j2NG (i)
sj
2

1
CCA
is attainable for some i 2 V (Q). The result now follows from Theorem 7.
The converse of Theorem 7 is unlikely to be true. Our next result provides not only
a new family of graphs in C2 but also a case when the converse of Theorem 7 is true.
Theorem 8. Let H be a graph of order n; not necessarily connected; which is
neither empty nor complete. Construct the graph H by joining every vertex in
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H with a new vertex (n + 1). Let i1; i2; : : : ; ia; a>0; be the end-vertices in H.
Then H(s1; s2; : : : ; sn+1) 2 C2 if and only if
aX
j=1
sij >

sn+1
b sn+12 c

:
Proof. Let F 2 D(H(s1; s2; : : : ; sn+1)). Note that since H is neither empty nor
complete, H is neither a star nor a complete graph. Thus, H(s1; s2; : : : ; sn+1) is
not a complete k-partite graph, where k = 2 or n+ 1. Clearly, d(H) = 2.
Suppose
aX
j=1
sij >

sn+1
b sn+12 c

:
By Theorem 7, we have H(s1; s2; : : : ; sn+1) 2 C2.
Suppose
aX
j=1
sij6

sn+1
b sn+12 c

:
We shall show that d(H(s1; s2; : : : ; sn+1))63 by providing an orientation
F 2 D(H(s1; s2; : : : ; sn+1)) such that d(F) = 3. Dene F as follows:
(i) Introduce F 0 = Fn+1 [
Sa
j=1 Fij 2 D(K(sn+1;
Pa
j=1 sij)) in the following way. Let
A and B be the partite sets of K(sn+1;
Pa
j=1 sij) where jAj=
Pa
j=1 sij . For u; v 2 A,
let sF0(u) = sF0(v) = b(sn+1)=2c such that O(u) and O(v) are independent. SincePa
j=1 sij6(
sn+1
b(sn+1)=2c), this is possible by Lemma 4.
(ii) Let U =V (H)nfi1; i2; : : : ; ia; n+1g. Choose j0 2 U such that j0 is minimum. For
each p = 1; 2; : : : ; sj0 , orient (p; j0) ! (q; n + 1) if q  1 (mod 2); and (p; j0)  
(q; n + 1) if q  0 (mod 2). Let U0 = fg 2 U j gj0 2 E(H)g. For each g 2
U0 and for each p = 1; 2; : : : ; sg, orient (p; g) ! (q; n + 1) if q  0 (mod 2);
and (p; g)  (q; n + 1) if q  1(mod 2). Orient the edges in Fj0 [ Fg so that
Fj0 [Fg 2 D(K(sj0 ; sg)). Assume jx and Ux have been dened. Choose jx+1 2 U n
(
Sx
y=0 Uy[fj0; j1; j2; : : : ; jxg) such that jx+1 is minimum. For each p=1; 2; : : : ; sjx+1 ,
orient (p; jx+1) ! (q; n + 1) if q  1 (mod 2); and (p; jx+1)  (q; n + 1) if q 
0 (mod 2). Let Ux+1 = fg 2 U j gjx+1 2 E(H)g. For each g 2 Ux+1 and for each
p=1; 2; : : : ; sg, orient (p; g)! (q; n+1) if q  0 (mod 2); and (p; g) (q; n+1)
if q  1 (mod 2). Orient the edges in Fjx+1 [Fg so that Fjx+1 [Fg 2 D(K(sjx+1 ; sg)).
Repeat the procedure until U =
Sz
y=0 Uy [ fj0; j1; j2; : : : ; jzg for some integer z.
(iii) For g; g0 2 Szy=0 Uy, the edges in Fg [Fg0 are arbitrarily oriented if gg0 2 E(H).
Fig. 7 gives an illustration of the orientation F .
Observe also that since H is not a star, jU j>2. We shall now show that d(F) =
3 by showing that for any two vertices u; v in F; d(u; v)63. We shall divide our
consideration into 4 cases. Let J = fj0; j1; j2; : : : ; jzg.
3.1 u 2 V (Fn+1).
3.1.1 v 2 V (Saj=1 Fij).
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If u ! v, we are done. Otherwise, we have u ! w for some w 2 V (Saj=1 Fij).
Since O(w) and O(v) are independent, we have d(w; v)=2. Thus, d(u; v)6d(u; w)
+d(w; v) = 1 + 2 = 3.
3.1.2 v 2 V (Fn+1).
Suppose u=(p; n+1), where p  0 (mod 2). There exist jx 2 J and g 2 Ux such
that u ! (r1; jx) ! (r2; g) for some r1 = 1; 2; : : : ; sjx and r2 = 1; 2; : : : ; sg. Either
(r1; jx)! v or (r2; g)! v. Thus d(u; v)63. Now, suppose, u=(p; n+1), where
p  1 (mod 2). There exist jx 2 J and g 2 Ux such that u ! (r1; g) ! (r2; jx)
for some r1 = 1; 2; : : : ; sg and r2 = 1; 2; : : : ; sjx . Either (r1; g)! v or (r2; jx)! v.
Thus d(u; v)63.
3.1.3 v 2 V (Fjx), where jx 2 J .
Suppose u = (p; n + 1), where p  0 (mod 2). Then d(u; v) = 1. Suppose u =
(q; n + 1), where q  1 (mod 2). There exists g 2 Ux such that (r; g) ! v for
some r = 1; 2; : : : ; sg. Now (q; n+ 1)! (r; g), and so d(u; v) = 2.
3.1.4 v 2 V (Fg), where g 2 U n J .
Suppose u = (p; n + 1), where p  1 (mod 2). Then d(u; v) = 1. Suppose u =
(q; n + 1), where q  0 (mod 2). There exists jx 2 J such that (r; jx) ! v for
some r = 1; 2; : : : ; sjx . Now (q; n+ 1)! (r; jx), and so d(u; v) = 2.
3.2 u 2 V (Fij) for some j = 1; 2; : : : ; a.
3.2.1 v 2 V (Saj=1 Fij).
Since O(u) and O(v) are independent, we have d(u; v) = 2.
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3.2.2 v 2 V (Fn+1).
If u ! v, we are done. Otherwise, since F is strong, w ! v for some w 2
V (
Sa
j=1 Fij). By (3:2:1), d(u; w)=2. Thus, d(u; v)6d(u; w)+d(w; v)=2+1=3.
3.2.3 v 2 V (Fjx), where jx 2 J .
Suppose u ! (p; n + 1) for some p. By (3:1:3), d((p; n + 1); v)62. Thus
d(u; v)6d(u; (p; n+ 1)) + d((p; n+ 1); v)61 + 2 = 3.
3.2.4 v 2 V (Fg), where g 2 U n J .
Suppose u ! (p; n + 1) for some p. By (3:1:4), d((p; n + 1); v)62. Thus
d(u; v)6d(u; (p; n+ 1)) + d((p; n+ 1); v)61 + 2 = 3.
3.3 u 2 V (Fjx), where jx 2 J .
3.3.1 v 2 V (Fn+1).
Suppose v = (p; n + 1), where p  1 (mod 2). Then d(u; v) = 1. Suppose v =
(q; n + 1), where q  0 (mod 2). There exists g 2 Ux such that u ! (r; g) for
some r = 1; 2; : : : ; sg. Now (r; g)! (q; n+ 1), and so d(u; v) = 2.
3.3.2 v 62 V (Fn+1).
There exists w 2 V (Fn+1) such that w ! v. By (3.3.1), d(u; w) = 2. Hence
d(u; v)6d(u; w) + d(w; v) = 2 + 1 = 3.
3.4 u 2 V (Fg), where g 2 U n J .
The proof is similar to (3:3).
Hence d(F) = 3 and the result follows.
As mentioned at the end of Section 3, the corollary to Theorem 2 indicates that
to search for graphs of the form G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) in C2, we should focus ourselves on
graphs G with d(G)62 or on the sequence (si) with si63 for some i. In fact, parent
graphs of diameter exceeding 2 which give rise to graphs belonging to C2 have not
been found. This suggests the following conjecture with which we end this paper.
Conjecture. If G is a graph such that d(G)>3, then G(s1; s2; : : : ; sn) 62 C2.
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